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CONSOLIDATED EDISON COMPANY Docket No. 50-247 N I

OF NEW YORK (Spant Fuel Pool Modification)

(Indian Point Station,
Unit No. 2) )

NRC STAFF REPLY TO PETITIONERS' RESPONSE TO BOARD ORDER

I. INTRODUCTION

On November 13, 1981, the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
,

(Licensing Board) established to preside over the above-captioned

proceeding, issued an Order offering New York Public Interest Research

Group, et al. (Petitioners) an opportunity to respond to the Staff's

opposition to their late-filed petition for leave to intervene in this

proceeding. On December 1,1981 Petitioners responded to that Order.

That same Order gave the Staff and Licensee an opportunity to reply to

Petitioners' response. The Staff continues to oppose this late-filed

petition on the grounds that: 1) Petitioners' response is, in fact, a

new petition for leave to intervene which is even more untimely than the

original petition; and 2) even if this response is treated as an amend-

ment to the original petition, the response does not cure the defects

in the original petition with regard to the balancing of the five
.
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factors set forth in 10 C.F.R. 5 2.714. The balance still weighs against

granting the late petition.

II. BACKGROUND

On May 28, 1980, a Notice of Proposed Issuance of Amendment to
'

Facility Operating License was published in the Federal Register. 45 Fed.a

Reg. 35948. This Notice concerned the application of Consolidated Edison
.

Company of New York, Inc. (Licensee) for an amendment to its operating

license for Indian Point Unit 2 to expand the capacity of the spent fuel

pool at that unit. Id. Pursuant to that Notice petitions for leave to

intervene and requests for hearings were to be filed no later than

June 27, 1980. No petitions for leave to intervene were received by that

date.E

On January 19, 1981, some six months after the time for the filing

of petitions for leave to intervene had expired, a letter was sent to

the Commission signed by representatives of various organizations.EI

This letter generally requested a hearing on the proposed spent fuel pool

capacity expansion without addressing any of the standing requirements or

the requirements which must be met for the filing of late petitions for

1] The New York State Energy Office (Energy Office) filed a request to
participate as an interested state pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 6 2.715(c)
if a hearing were to be held. However, the Energy Office did not
request such a hearing.

2_/ Only one of the signers of the petition indicated that the name of
the organization was provided for identification purposes only.
Therefore, the Staff assumed that the petition was being filed on
behalf of organizations rather than individuals.

.
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leave to intervene. A. Licensing Board was established to rule on this

late petition. 46 Fed. Reg. 10879 (1981).E

On February 12, 1981, the Staff resporied in opposition to the late

petition. The Staff opposed the late petition on the grounds that:
'

1) the Petitioners failed to establish an interest which might be affected

by the proposed action; and 2) the petition was untimely, and a balancing

of the five factors in 10 C.F.R. 5 2.714 of the Commission's regulations

does not weigh in favor of the grant of the petition.

On November 6,1981, the Staff filed a status report with the

Licensing Board informing the Board that the Staff had completed its

review of the proposed license amendment, and that the Staff was prepared

to issue the requested amendment. On November 13, 1981, the Licensing

Board issued an Order in which it gave the Petitioners an opportunity to

respond to the Staff's response to their original petition.O The Staff

and Licensee were given 10 days from service of Petitioners' response to

reply to that response. The Staff's response is set forth below.

III. DISCUSSION

A. This New Petition Establishes the Named Individuals' Standing to
Intervene in the Proceeding and Meets the Ascects Requirement of
10 C.F.R. 62.714.

The original petition was filed, it appeared to the Staff, on behalf

of a number of organizations. As the Staff pointed out in its response

3f This Board was reconstituted on November 12, 1981, 46 Fed. Reg.
56635 (1981).

y As the Licensing Board noted in its Order, the Licensee did not
respond to the original petition. Licensee by letter dated
November 13, 1981, indicated that it had never been served with

~

the original request.
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to that petition, none of the organizations even attempted to establish
~

their standing to intervene in the proceeding. NRC Staff Response to New

York Public Interest Research Group Late Request for a Hearing

(February 12, 1981) (hereinafter Staff Response).E

Petitioners' response does not attempt to establish the standing of

any of the organizaitons listed on the original petition for leave to

intervene in this proceeding. The Detitioners have now changed the

entire nature of the petition. They now claim that the individuals who

have signed the petition are intervening as individuals who live and work

within 50 miles of the Indian Point plants. Petitioners' response to

November 13, 1981 Order of Administrative Judge John H. Frye, III at 1

(December 1,1981) (hereinafter Petitioners' Response). These indivi-

duals now claim that their personal health and safety, the quality of

their lives, and their property and leasehold values, and their employ-

ment and business interests are adversely affected by operation of the

Indian Point units. M. In addition, these individuals complain that

the proposed expansion of the spent fuel pool capacity at Indian Point

Unit 2 would further increase the potential consequences associated with

an accident at Indian Point. Such an accident, they claim, would

significantly affect each person's health and safet". M.at2.

Since there has been such a significant change in the character of

this petition, it should be viewed as a new petition and as even more
- .

5/ The Staff's response referred to New York Public-Interest Research
Group as the petitioner. However, this was not meant to imply that
any of the organizations listed on the petition should be treated
differently. The petition was considered defective in its entirety.

,
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untimely than the original petition. It is not clear whether the

addresses provided by these individuals are home or work addresses.

However, since they allege that they " live and work" within fifty miles

of the plant, they would seem to meet the interest requirements of

10 C.F.R. 92.714 and Commission case law. Virginia Electric and Power

Company (North Anna Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-522,

9 NRC 54 (1979); Tennessee Valley Authority (Watts Bar Nuclear Plant,

Unit I and 2), ALAB-413, 5 NRC 1418 (1977). The injury that these

individuals claim is an effect on their personal health and safety from

the operation of Indian Point in general, and from the increased

consequences of an accident which would result from the proposed license

amendment. This is a sufficient potential injury to meet the standing

requirements of 10 C.F.R. 92.714 of the Commission's regulations and case

law. Portland General Electric Company (Pebble Springs Nuclear Plant,

Units 1 and 2), CLI-76-27, 4 NRC 610, 613-14 (1976).

Petitioners have also listed a number of issues on which they

believe a hearing is necessary which relate to the proposed spent fuel

pool expansion.O These issues are sufficiently related to the proposed

6) The stated issues are:

a. Increased potential for a severe accident due to the shorter
period needed for boil-off of cooling fluid when fuel is
highly compacted should be examined in light of the potential
consequences of any accident at the Indian Point site.

b. While a doubling of spent fuel density has been examined in
NUREG-0575, a quadrupling of fuel density (relative to its
design density)--with its attendant reduction of cooling fluid

(Continued).
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expansion to satisfy the asmets requirement of 10 C.F.R. 92.714(a)(2).

Therefore, if this petition were timely filed, Petitioners would have

established the requisite standing to intervene in this proceeding.E

However, this petition was not timely filed.

6/ (Continued)

volume, increase in cooling load, increase in radioactive gas
concentration, and reduction in warning time before damage
occurs to stored fuel--has not been specifically examined with
respect to Indian Point Unit 2 in any report of hearing of
which we are aware,

c. In addition to being located in the nation's most densely
populated region, the Indian Point complex is near a major
commercial fishing ground that could be severely impacted by a
fluid Icakage from a tightly compacted pool potentially having
a higher concentration of fission products than usually exists
at such a facility.

d. Other alternatives which might provide safer options, such as
construction of new pools or dry storage of fuel, should be
addressed in a public hearing.

e. When examined in other countries, compacted storage has been
denied by at least one regulatory agency (the Federal Republic
of Germany denied permission at the Gorleben facility in 1979)
and there is a need to air such a discussion as it applies to
Indian Point Unit 2.

f. Additional implications of the proposed fuel pool _ capacity
expansion relevant to the Indian Point site in the light of
the uncertainty that currently exists with regarc to future
operations at that site need to be addressed fully in a
public hearing before the requested major operating license
modification is granted.

Petitioners' Response at 2-3.

y Of course, Petitioners would still have to set forth at least one

contention which complies with the requirements of 10 C.F.R.
52.714(b) before they could be admitted as parties to this
proceeding.

.
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B. Petitioners' Response Does Not Cure the Lack of Timeliness of thei

Original Petition.

The regulations permit the filing of untimely petitions for leave

to intervene only if certain conditions are met. 10 C.F.R. 62.714(a)(1).

In the event such a petition is filed , the Board must balance five

factors to determine if the petition should be granted.E

Perhaps the most important of these factors is whether good cause

exists for the late filing of a petition. If this good cause cannot be

established, Petitioners' demonstration with regard to the other factors

must be particularly strong. Duke Power Company (Perkins Nuclaar
,

Station, Units 1, 2, and 3), ALAB-431, 6 NRC 460, 462 (1977).

Petitioners have failed to establish good cause for their late filing.

In the original petition Petitioners claimed that they had failed to see

the Notice of the proposed action in the Federal Register. Late Filing

of Request for Hearing at 2 (January 19,1981). As the Staff pointed

out, such a failure does not constitute good cause for the late filing of

a petition. .New England Power & Light Company (NEP, Units 1 and 2),

LBP-78-18, 7 NRC 932, 933-34 (1978). Petitioners have now changed their

reason for filing late. They now claim for the first time that they

a

8] The factors to be balanced are:

(i) Good cause, if any, for failure to file on time.
(ii) The availability of other means whereby the petitioner's
interest will be protected.
(iii) The extent to which the petitioner's participation may
reasonably be expected to assist in developing a sound record.
(iv) The extent to which the petitioner's interest will be
represented by existing parties.
(v) The extent to which the Petitioner's participation will
broaden the issues or delay the proceeding.

,
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failed to file earlier-because they were under the impression that the

subject of the proposed spent fuel pool capacity expansion would be
'

considered in the special proceeding now being conducted with respect to

Indian Point Units 2 and 3. Petitioners argue that when the Order of

January 8,1981 setting forth the issues to be addressed in that

proceeding was published, Petitioners became aware that the proposed

expansion "probably would not fall within the scope of that proceeding."

Petitioners' response >+ 3 This claim is without merit.

As Petitioners state they filed their original petition shortly

after the issuance of the Commission's January 8,1981 Order. However,

they never even alluded to the existence of that lanuary 8,1981 Order

or the proceeding the Order discusses as the reason for their late filing.

In addition, the Commission first stated that an adjudicatory proceeding

regarding Indian Point would be held in an unpublished order dated

May 30, 1980. The Commission stated that the purpose of the proceeding

would be "take evidence and make recommended findings and conclusions on

disputed issues material to the question whether the Indian Point Units 2

and 3 plants should be shut down or other action taken". Order at 3

(May 30, 1980). Though the Commission stated that it could not yet

define the specifics of the adjudication, six potential questions were

set forth in the Order. These questions were:

1. What is the current status and acceptability of state and local

emergency planning within a 10-mile radius of the site and, to

the extent that it is relevant to risks posed by the two

plants, beyond a 10-mile radius?
.
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2. What improvements in the level of emergency planning can be

expected in the near future, and on what time schedule?

3. What improvement in the level of safety will result from

measures required or referenced in the Director's Order to the
,

licensees, dated February 11, 1980 (footnote omitted).

4. What risk (probability and consequences) may be posed by

serious accidents at Indian Point 2 and 3, including accidents

not considered in the plant's design basis, pending and after

any improvements described in (2) and (3) above?

5. Based on the foregoing, how do the rish posed by Indian Point

Units 2 and 3 compare with the range of risks posed by other

nuclear power plants licensed to operate by the Commission?

(The Board should limit its inquiry to generic examination of

the range of risks and not go into any site-specific

examination other than for Indian Point itself.)

6. What would be the energy, environmental, economic br other

consequences of a shutdown of Indian Point Unit 2 and/or Unit

37

An examination of these questions shows that the Commission did not

contemplate treatment of the proposed spent fuel pool capacity expansion

in the discretionary proceeding. Indeed, the Commission in no way

indicates that "all safety issues" would be addressed, regardless of the

questions posed by the Commission. The Commission was interested then,

and continues to be interested, in certain definite areas.EI These

.

9/ The general scope of the questions has not changed significantly
from the Order of May 30, 1980.
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areas include the status of current emergency plans, the possibility of

improvement of emergency planning, the risk from serious accidents at

the Indian Point facilities, and the risk of these facilities compared

to risks presented by other operating facilities. Petitioners make no

dttempt to establish a basis for their' belief that the proposed spent

fuel pool capacity expansion related to any of these questions, or to

any of the questions set forth in the January 8,1981 Ccmmission Order.

It appears that NYPIRG's' representative was served with the May 30

Order. Therefore, one would infer that at least one of the Petitioners

knew of the existence of this May 30 Order and could have cetermined

that the discretionary proceeding would not deal witn the proposed spent

fuel pool expansion. The original petition could have been filed prior

to the expiration of time set forth in the Notice of proposed issuance

of this license amendment. In any event, this reason could have been

set forth in the original petition filed in January 1981. Therefore,

Petitioners' claim cannot be viewed as good cause for their late filing.

Since Petitioners have failed to demonstrate good cause for their

late filing, the burden with respect to the remaining factors must be

substantially heavier. Perkins, ALAB-431, supra. Petitioners have -

failed to meet this burden with respect to the remaining factors. The

second factor to be considered is the availability of another forum in

which the Petitioners' interests could be represented. Once the

amendment is issued if Petitioners have some specific concern about the

amendment, they could petition the Staff for relief under 10 C.F.R.

52.206 of the Commission's regulations. Therefore, this factor weighs

against the admission of Petitioners to this proceeding.

. - . .. - -- ..- . . . ..-- -- - .. ... -
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The third factor is the extent to which Petitioners' participation
.

would be likely to contribute to the development of a sound record in the

proceeding. With regard to this factor Petitioners merely state that

they intend to offer relevant expert testimony on the issues set fort' in

their petition, and that their testimo'ny would be substantially different

from the analysis done by the Licensee and Staff. Petitioners' response

at 4. However, they fail to identify which experts they intend to offer,

and also fail to identify the substance of the expert's testimony.

Petitioners broad statement that they intend to file relevant expert

testimony is not enough to make this factor weigh in favor of their

participation in this proceeding. See Detroit Edison Company (Greenwood

Energy Center, Units 2 and 3), ALAB-476, 7 NRC 759, 764 (1978).E

Since Petitioners have failed to show that they will be able to

contribute to the development of a sound record to any extent, this

factor should weigh against the grant of this petition.

The fourth factor is the extent to which Petitioners' interests will

be represented by existing parties. If this petition is not granted,

there will be no hearing on this license amendment request. Therefore,

it cannot be said that their particular interests will be represented by

existing parties. However, it should be noted that the Staff has the

duty to see that this amendment is only granted if the requested

10/ It should be noted that the Staff's analysis of the amendment
application hs not yet 13 sued. Therefore, it is merely speculation
on the part of Petitioners to say that their testimony would be
"substantially" different from that analysis. In the normal course
af events when a proceeding is uncontested, the analysis of the
amendment application issues concurrently with the requested

- amendment. The procedure has been followed in this case.

I
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operation can be performed within the Commission's regulations, that

there is reasonable assurance that the health and safety of the public

will not be endangered by the proposed action, and that the activity

would not be inimical to the common defense and security or to the
i

health and safety of the public. 10 C.F.R. 950.57(a). Though this

factor weighs in favor of the grant of this late petition, it should

not do so heavily.

The final factor to be considered is the extent to which the grant

of this late petition would broaden the issues and delay the proceeding.

Since without the grant of this petition there would be no proceeding, it

would certainly broaden the issues to be considered. In addition, since

the Staff is now prepared to issue the requested amendment as soon as the

Board makes a decision as to whether a hearing will be held, the grant

of this petition must necessarily delay substantially that proposed

action.11/ Therefore, this factor weighs heavily against the grant of

this very untimely petition.

A balancing of the five factors shows that first, the Petitioners

have failed to demonstrate any good cause for their late filing. Second,

they have failed to meet their burden with respect to any of the

remaining factors. Only one of the five factors weighs in favor of the

.

11/ In addition, the Staff believes that Licensee will lose full core
discharge capability as of the next refueling. While this in not a -

safety concern, the maintenance of that capability is desirable.
Licensee also clain.3 that delay of the proposed modification beyond
the next refueling would increase the number of fuel movements
necessary to perform the modification. If this is so, the Staff
would have to re-evaluate the application to take those additional
movements into account.

.
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grant of their petition, and this factaor should not be dispositive for

the reasons mentioned above. Therefore, this petition still renains

untimely, and the five factors do not weigh in favor of granting these

late Petitioners leave to intervene or granting their request for a
,

hearing on this proposed spent fuel pool capacity expansion.

IV. CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth above the original petition for leave to

intervene and the amendment to that petition should be denied.

Respectfully submitted,

C GLLJLEL ? M GTT6L
Janice E. Moore
Counsel for NRC Staff

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland
thisl6thday of December,1981.
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